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Blockchain technology has gained lots of traction in the past five years due to the innovations
introduced in digital currency, the Bitcoin. This technology is powered by distributed ledger
technology, which is a distributed database system. It is often renowned for decentralization,
anti-attack, and unfalsified attributes making it a top choice in several non-monetary
applications. In fact, the problem of privacy and security of the Internet of Things has
been undertaken aggressively with Blockchain. Several problems have been identified with
blockchain technology such as large delays and lack of support for real-time transaction
processing, authorization, node verification, and consensusmechanisms. This article intends
to provide a comprehensive survey on the recent advances and solutions to the problems of
blockchain technology by leveraging the artificial intelligence approaches. The outcomes of
this study will provide valuable information and guidance on the design of Blockchain-based
systems to support time-sensitive and real-time specific applications and processes.
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INTRODUCTION

The prospects of blockchain technologies became pronounced shortly after the launch of Bitcoin,
the online cryptocurrency, in 2008. The operation of the blockchain is based on a decentralized
and distributed ledger system maintained by every node on the network. There is no central
authority for managing transactions due to the concept of immutability placed on transactions,
which implies no tampering or overwriting of the ledger once committed. The storage or database
is safe and secured through strong hashing cryptography. Every transaction is linked to another;
thereby increasing transparency and security of information. There are complete and
comprehensive transaction logging systems on Blockchain. The process of writing and
reading to the blockchain are consensually attained rather than a set of nodes (Hassan et al.,
2019; Alfa et al., 2021a).

The intention of Szabo’s smart contracts is to design computer-based protocols that
autonomously support, enhance, verify and carry out digital contracts and negotiations entered
between individuals or parties without the need for central establishments such as Hyperledger and
Ethereum. In effect, blockchain technology uses smart contracts in the digital economy, intelligent
manufacturing and industries, medicine, financial management, Internet of Things (IoT), and the list
is inexhaustive. Aside immaturity of blockchain technology, security and privacy are the topmost
technical hurdles to be scaled (Wang et al., 2019). The blockchain networks are usually complex, the
quest to have lightweight clients capable of running mobile interfaces is desirous. This is capable of
increasing the application frontiers of this technology (Mukkamala et al., 2018).
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Artificial intelligence (AI) is a field of computer science
responsible for the design and execution of tasks initially
undertaken by humans. However, these tasks are often
repetitive and well defined (Yang and Yu, 2021). AI was
developed to accumulate and identify information of interest
within a stockpile of data generated from events. The emergence
of AI brought about smart environments. Though, the merger of
blockchain technology and AI has been a long subject of
investigation by the research community (Azzaoui et al.,
2020). Several variants (such as the deep convolutional neural
network) of AI have been successful in diverse areas of
applications including natural language processing, and
computer vision. (Zhang et al., 2019). This survey underpins
the contributions of both technologies (that is, blockchain
technology and AI) to resolving the challenges of the former.
The contributions of this study include the following: 1) To
identify current challenges of blockchain technology. 2) To
discuss the recent methods of AI for demystifying these
challenges in blockchain technology. 3) To highlight the cases,
scenarios, and prospects of AI in blockchain technology.

BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY

The Basis of Blockchain Technology
The origin of blockchain can be traced to a pseudonym, Satoshi
Nakamoto, during a forum on the bitcoin in the year 2008
entitled Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System. This
technology motivated several revolutions in industry and
technology. The concept of blockchain technology enables
distributed ledger systems, intelligent consensus contracts,
asymmetric encryption, and numerous core technologies.
Blockchain is the backbone technology for digital
cryptocurrencies such as Hyperledger, Bitcoin, and Ethereum.
Blockchain offers point-to-point, traceability, anonymity,
tamper-proof, trust, and security of transactions. Aside from
the financial sector, other application areas of blockchain
include the Internet of Things (IoT), edge computing, supply
chainmanagement, and Artificial Intelligence (Wang et al., 2020).

The blockchain is a database on an append-only structure and
operated by the peer-to-peer (P2P) nodes on its networks. It is
composed of three key layers including the peer-to-peer network
backbone, databases, and associated applications. In this case, the
communication process is managed by a P2P network, every
node has an equal right to provide and consume information.
More so, is the routing process of the network (that is, discovering
and establishing connections to adjoining nodes) (Feng et al.,
2019). While the global ledger controls the message transmission
across addresses assigned to users in form of cryptographic-based
public-private keys (Feng et al., 2019).

Strengths of Blockchain Technology
The trustless nature of blockchain technology emboldens the
consensus mechanism in which nodes on the entire networkmust
reach an agreement on authorizing or verifying transactions.
Though, the information contained in blocks becomes public
due to the disclosure policy of the chain, which raises privacy

challenges for the users. However, blockchain is a kind of
distributed database that enforces privacy protection through a
decentralized structure and data storage mechanism. These offer
information tamper-proof, stability of the network, and
anonymity in attempts to overcome the issue of privacy
disclosure often faced in centralized services, especially in
blockchain-propelled voting systems, and intelligent parking
lot systems (Wang et al., 2020; Feng et al., 2019).

Blockchain technology uses distributed verification of
transactions process in that large amounts of miners
collaborate in verifying the legitimacy of the transaction prior
to appending it to the blockchain. In case of the inconsistent state
of the blockchain, all the nodes update their local copy of the
blockchain with the state on the basis of the consensus of miners,
that is, the exact state of the blockchain is attained through the
election. However, this approach is weak to the attacks such as
sybil (Conti et al., 2018). Chatterjee and Chatterjee (2017)
enlisted the key benefits of blockchain including irreversible
(double spending resistant), immutable (tamper-proof),
distributed system (participants retain a copy of ledger),
resilient (less prone to common attacks), and trustless (peer-
to-peer system rather than central authority).

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

The science targeted at evolving machine systems capable of
exhibiting intelligence similar to the mind of humans is known as
Artificial Intelligence (AI). It can be used to crack complex tasks
autonomously without interference by humans. AI can be broadly
classified into natural language processing, and machine learning
approaches. Natural language processing (NLP) assists humans
to interrelate with computers through specialized natural
language. NLP understands, deciphers, and comprehends
human language in special ways. Machine learning attempts to
explain the interrelationship between input and output for the
purpose of deducing primary needed for future forecasts on the
basis of acquired patterns (supervised learning) or identifying
clusters of data from input values (van Klompenburg et al., 2020).
Though, deep learning has advanced the applications of AIs by
means of optimization processes. In fact, deep learning replicates
the functions of the human brain by acquiring knowledge
autonomously from unlabeled and unstructured data (Azzaoui
et al., 2020; van Klompenburg et al., 2020).

In particular, deep learning is applied to high-dimensional
data to explain the interrelationships as in the case of, object
detection, image classification, and semantic segmentation.
Convolutional neural network (CNN), Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN), Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM), and
Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN) are some forms of
AI’s deep learning subcategory (Yang and Yu, 2021). A water
management and control station using RBFN was developed for
the purpose of predicting water level, weather, and irrigation
parameters (Adenugba et al., 2019). The rate of yield of the crop
was undertaken with AI’s machine learning subcategories such as
deep neural networks, LSTM and CNN. The global markets
return forecasting was accurately determined through machine
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learning methods (Al- Sulaiman and Al- Matouq, 2021). AI is
used to improve medical decision-making processes, diagnosis,
and treatment of chronic diseases (Battineni et al., 2020). AI-
based trust management for security and resource allocation on
critical health networks/applications (Abbasi et al., 2021).

PROBLEMS OF BLOCKCHAIN
TECHNOLOGY

A peer-to-peer technology-based cryptographically secure
electronic payment platform was investigated by Conti et al.,
(2018), which allows virtual currency (known as Bitcoin) to be
traded. Bitcoins arouse interest from researchers and industry
players due to their huge market capitalization and increased
transaction pull on daily basis. These attracted all manners of
attacks including double spending, net-split, the malleability of
the transaction, networking attacks, and mining pools.
Anonymous digital currency and decentralized networking
(such as blockchain and consensus protocols) are mostly
used in Bitcoin which removes backtracking property,
central controls, and increased openness. Two algorithms
have been proposed for the Bitcoin system for privacy
protection of users’ transactions including proof-of-work
and consensus; but, are unable to resist manipulations and
stop certain kinds of attacks. However, there is a need to focus,
in future works, on user privacy and anonymity issues in the
e-commerce industry.

One of the topmost cryptocurrencies is the Bitcoin in which all
transactions are kept in a distributed append-only public ledger
known as the blockchain. Bitcoin is majorly protected through
incentive-well-suited proof-of-work using distributed consensus
protocol run by miners (network nodes). In reward for the
incentive, the miners are required to fairly preserve the
blockchain. Since its unveiling in 2009, Bitcoin has amassed a
stupendous growth rate and is valued at several billions of dollars.
But, the unprecedented progress in the economy of Bitcoin has
given rise to threats from adversaries in attempts to exploit
weaknesses for profit-making purposes; therefore, researchers
are expected to reveal fresh vulnerabilities in this system. In
addition, Bitcoin’s normal functionality can be distorted due to
the vulnerabilities of Proof-of-Work and blockchain (Conti et al.,
2018).

A number of advantages can be derived from blockchain
technology, especially in providing distributed things security
services [Salman et al. (2019)] including confidentiality, privacy,
provenance, authentication, and integrity. The authentication
and confidentiality solutions are attainable through the public-
private key cryptography such as encryption and the signature
approaches. However, there is no practical experimentation of
different blockchain approaches in large-scale and real-world
situations for performance assessments. Ferrag et al. (2018)
highlighted various blockchain protocols in IoT networks. In
particular, these protocols have been applied in Vehicles,
Energy, Cloud, and Edge computing. Blockchain-IoT network
protocols are vulnerable to threats such as identity,
manipulation, cryptanalytic, reputation, and service. New

solutions are expected to be evolved for special blockchain
infrastructure, vehicular cloud advertisement broadcast, and
Skyline query processing, trust management, and resiliency
against threats.

Blockchain technology is an important part of the
cryptocurrency Bitcoin because of its decentralized and
falsified properties (Yang et al., 2018). The Blockchain’s
distributed and anti-attack nature makes it suited for more
advanced applications, especially in IoT systems. These
technical properties of blockchain enable distributed privacy
and security solutions for IoT systems. Blockchain technology
provides less-expensive links and direct exchanges among several
IoT devices. Though, IoT and blockchain are distinct
technologies whose integration may give rise to new
challenges. Most significantly, there is the prospect of
advancing both technologies in improving the well-being of
people globally through the automation of everyday activities.

Data compromises and corruption are largely responsible for
the vulnerability of smart places (Brandão et al., 2018)).
Moreover, the false integration of new devices and devices
running on inconsistent firmware versions will continue to
increase risks in addition to the huge pile of data, devices,
infrastructures, and end-users available on the Web.
Notwithstanding the applications of blockchain in IoT, serious
issues abound including security focus (confidence, privacy,
scalability, and anonymization); scalability (applications
require huge power for computing, verification, and
confirmation of transactions); unrestricted access to
information (transactions are consummated in public for
transparency open identification and backtrack); and data
management (centralized service provision to be replaced with
a decentralized scheme to eliminate third party controls).

Feng et al. (2019) understudied the possible setbacks for the
widespread deployment of Blockchain, in which privacy risks is
topmost. The general acceptance and awareness of blockchain
technology are associated with the decentralized nature and
security; as well as a unique mode of storing, sharing, and
updating data which is the direction of most upcoming
Internet interactive systems such as IoT or supply chain
systems. It was discovered that most of the deployed data
privacy preservation techniques were based on cryptography
for anonymity and transaction privacy only. However, there is
a need to evolve conditional methodology for a trusted authority
to backtrack users and transactions while hiding the personal data
of users in the blockchain network. More so, new privacy
protection methods must reduce the overheads due to
communication, waiting for delays, and complex
computations, especially in non-scalable anonymity sets. The
author drew the future efforts in three aspects to include: 1)
Obfuscation on the transaction associations to prevent backtrack
analysis. 2) Concealing the identities of the sender and the
receiver identities by mean complex cryptographic primitives.
3) Blinding the transaction content but, their verifiability and
computability are reserved.

Blockchain technology is limited by the one-mode of
transaction phenomenon; that is, only one type of asset can be
operated at a time, while there is a lack of specified amounts of
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nodes required to attain consensus for transaction approval. This
causes enormous time wastage and process slowness on the
blockchain (Chatterjee and Chatterjee, 2017). Though there
are several upcoming applications motivated by Blockchain, its
performance and architecture can be improved subsequently.
Notwithstanding, interoperability and scalability problems of
blockchains still persist (Ensor et al., 2019) in its subcategories
such as public, private, and consortium.

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS OF ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

AI can be significantly applied to overcome the problem of threats
and vulnerabilities through effective auditing of blockchain assets
and resources (Alfa et al., 2021b). The smart contract refers to the
collection of promises generated digitally alongside a collection of
rules to guide parties in fulfilling their promises (Wang et al.,
2019). AI can be used to adequately control the operations of the
consensus mechanisms and protocols in blockchain (Conti et al.,
2018). The hash functions are used to generate block hash in
order to resist attack as shown in the following equation:

y � 2r, (1)
where, r � 256, 384, 512 bits long in present-day blockchains,
which must exceed the hashing value of y for every r in Eq. 1
(Meng et al., 2018).

However, lightweight cryptography has been identified to
overcome the extended hashing processes on the blockchain
(Alfa et al., 2021a; Hassan et al., 2019). In addition,
lightweight cryptographic schemes are generally weak but can
be enhanced with hardening schemes such as Sooner (Alfa et al.,
2021b). Authorizations and verifications of transactions on
mined blocks in blockchain can be outsourced for effectiveness
and speedups using AI approaches.

The process of reaching decisions about the mining of blocks
and rewarding systems on blockchain technology can be
effectively managed by AI approaches (Hassan et al., 2019).
Ingenuine blocks are expected to be left unconfirmed and
discarded by the blockchain networks in conjunction with
Proof-of-Work and AI-inspired algorithms (Ensor et al.,
2019). Blockchain technology can be superimposed on other
technologies such as the Internet of Things to overcome
problems of security, privacy, and delays (Hassan et al., 2019).
The Byzantine general’s problem can be resolved with blockchain
in which reliability and transparency are introduced through an
AI approach for effective data sharing among numerous end-
users of the network (Atlam and Wills, 2019).

Transactions transmission, communication, and management
in blockchain can be carried out more effectively through AI
applications. The identity leakage problem and ineffective pseudo
identities on the blockchain can be further protected through
proof-of-conformance mechanisms using AI approaches such as
computer vision (Yang and Yu, 2021). The linkability of identities
to information kept on the blockchain has been ineffectively
undertaken by anonymization of personally identifiable

information (PII). Though, the secrecy of public-private keys
of blockchain is the heart of its operational effectiveness, which
can be achieved using AI schemes (Wirth and Kolain, 2018).
There are numerous opportunities of integrating AI into
blockchain technology by leveraging features such as
decentralization, transparency, privacy, and auditability, for
highly complex and intricate applications (Mukkamala et al.,
2018).

The initial Blockchains were built on cryptographic primitives
without trusting an entity for proofing rather than proofs derived
from strong cryptography. The validation and endorsement of
transactions rely entirely on digital signatures (Chatterjee and
Chatterjee, 2017). However, new approaches based on AI such as
pattern recognition could be explored. The virtualization of
Distributed Ledger Technology (such as blockchain
Technology) could overcome scalability and interoperability
problems (Ensor et al., 2019). However, AI could play
important roles in managing network traffic and the
consummation of a large volume of transactions on blockchains.

Prospective Artificial Intelligence Solutions
in Blockchain Technology
The prospects of AI in blockchain technology for overcoming
perceived weaknesses from this study are summarized in Table 1.

AI IN BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY: CASES
AND SCENARIOS

The AI has sufficient capabilities to advance the data exchanges
and transmissions across cloud infrastructures through
distributed and multi-computing, visualization, and large-scale
computation. These enable numerous services to be performed in
parallel including server, network hardware, and space
maximization (Namasudra et al., 2020).

Big data applications require effective information
extrapolation and conversion methods, which can be achieved
through high-performance machine/deep learning algorithms.
Again, the effectiveness of control access methods in big data
applications can be improved with the use of malicious data/
transaction identification based on deep learning schemes
(Namasudra et al., 2020). Optimization approaches offered by
machine learning searching and meta-heuristic algorithms in
conjunction with decentralized database structures enable
cloud service providers including Google’s Cloud IoT,
Microsoft’s Azure IoT Edge, and Amazon’s AWS Greengrass ().

Financial Chains and other decentralized applications
(DAPPs) can be effectively scrutinized with deep learning
algorithms to unveil malicious and ingenuine transactions and
manipulations. Fake product reviews can be detected on
Blockchain-based platforms using machine learning
algorithms. Blockchain supports a secure platform for sharing
digital content between buyers and sellers in which data risks can
be minimized through machine learning techniques (Naz et al.,
2019).
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Blockchain-based drone monitoring system throughputs and
network performance can be achieved through AI’s deep learning
to safeguard their routing and movement. The security of data
collected and transmitted by drone airborne is jointly attained
with Drone-based Delegated Proof of Stake and deep learning
(Yazdinejad et al., 2020).

The collaborative and open mode of blockchain technology
further raises the requirements for effectual data management.
Therefore, machine learning and AI methods can be integrated
into the blockchain to secure data analytics transparency (Faroukhi
et al., 2020). The hierarchical representation of the main cases and
scenarios of AI in blockchain technology is depicted in Figure 1.

TABLE 1 | Prospects of AI in blockchain technology problems. Tick (√) indicates AI solution probable; tick (× ) indicates AI solution improbable.

S/N Blockchain technology weakness AI solution applicable

1 Smart contracts √
2 Authorization and verification √
3 Complex cryptography and weak hashing functions ×
4 Mining decision-making process √
5 Vulnerabilities to attacks and threats √
6 Transactions delays √
7 Byzantine generals’ problem √
8 Identity privacy and security leakages √
9 Secrecy of public-private keys √
10 Validation and endorsement of transactions √
11 Network control and management √
12 Scalability and interoperability ×
13 Data sharing ineffectiveness √
14 Consensus mechanisms and protocols √
15 Transparency and openness ×
16 Anonymization of PII √

FIGURE 1 | Hierarchy of the cases and scenarios of AI in blockchain technology.
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CONCLUSION

The growth of blockchain technology can be viewed from three
main perspectives in deriving values including the development
of innovative models and far-reaching exploration; improved
research on domain-specific and end-users; and the
advancement of fresh enterprise capabilities. More so, there is
the need to consider the adoption of formal models for the
purpose of understanding the intricate complications and
complexities surrounding the application of blockchain
technology (Mukkamala et al., 2018).

The concept of smart contracts is similar to small pieces of
software regulating a deal or transaction between a client and
consumer, while it is dissimilar in the sense that the structure of
financial smart contracts is different from that of non-financial
smart contracts (Chatterjee and Chatterjee, 2017). Consequently,
developers, security experts, and decentralized application
programmers will need to collaborate effectively to move more
quickly towards flawless blockchain-based applications through AI.

Blockchain technology is capable of offering Sensing-as-a-
Service in which data from sensing objects are protected in
exchange for certain incentives (Ensor et al., 2019). Then, AI
could facilitate Sensing-as-a-Service platforms through the use of
blockchain data in weather stations, smart precision farming, and
other smart environments. The study contributed to the ongoing
discussions on the use of AI to overcome problems of blockchain

technology including network management, data exchanges,
transaction verification, public-private keys management,
smart contracts programming, the effectiveness of consensus
protocols, and complex cryptography and weak hashing
functions.
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